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Clothespins
By Stuart Dybek

I once hit clothespins   
for the Chicago Cubs.   
I’d go out after supper   
when the wash was in   
and collect clothespins   
from under four stories   

of clothesline.   
A swing-and-a-miss   

was a strike-out;   
the garage roof, Willie Mays,   

pounding his mitt   
under a pop fly.   

Bushes, a double,   
off the fence, triple,   
and over, home run.   

The bleachers roared.   
I was all they ever needed for the flag.   

New records every game—
once, 10 homers in a row!   

But sometimes I’d tag them   
so hard they’d explode,   

legs flying apart in midair,   
pieces spinning crazily   

in all directions.   
Foul Ball! What else   

could I call it?   
The bat was real.   
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Staying socially active may enrich mental fitness

When you think about exercise, you likely think about the 
physical health benefits of working out. Many people exercise regularly 
to lose or maintain weight, improve muscle tone and strength or 
increase flexibility.

For seniors, physical activity can help them stay mobile and, as a 
result, stay independent for longer. However, the benefits of exercise 
go beyond the physical and can potentially enrich your social life and 
mental state.

Staying social as you age

Loneliness is a common problem for seniors and can have serious 
consequences on their overall well-being. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), more 
than a quarter of adults over 65 are socially isolated. Older adults are more likely to live alone and lose friends and 
family as they age. The CDC also reports that social isolation in adults 50 or older has been associated with higher 
risks of dementia, depression, anxiety and other health problems.

While these facts may be grim, there are many ways to combat loneliness, including group exercise. Health 
psychologist Kelly McGonigal in her book The Joy of Movement, explains that endorphins (the feel-good hormone) 
released during exercise also help us bond with others. If you’ve ever played team sports or regularly attended yoga or 
other group fitness classes, you’ve probably felt a camaraderie with those around you.

Programs like SilverSneakers by Tivity Health offer many types 
of group activities that make a difference in the lives of seniors. 
The company’s 2021 Annual Member Survey revealed that 88% of 
members said that the program improved their quality of life and 52% 
made new and valuable friendships by participating.

To further improve seniors’ social engagement, the program has 
partnered with Stitch, the world’s largest social community helping 
older adults create enriching social connections. The platform is now 
available to SilverSneakers members in participating health plans and 
allows them to connect around shared interests, like traveling, books 
and physical activities, virtually and in person.

Boost your brain health through exercise

Movement and activity can also improve your mood and prevent mental health and mood disorders. The 
SilverSneakers Annual member survey found that depression among participants is 64% less prevalent than the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services national benchmark.

Also, according to the CDC, regular physical activity can reduce the risk of cognitive decline, including dementia, and 
improves your ability to think, learn and problem solve. This way, exercise works as a form of mental enrichment, an 
essential component of senior health.

Mental enrichment comes in many different forms, such as doing crossword puzzles or sudoku or learning a new 
hobby or activity. You can work out your muscles and your brain by taking up a new exercise class, such as trying Tai 
Chi, water aerobics or a dance class.

The virtual learning platform offers mental enrichment activities specifically designed for seniors with a wide range 
of online classes through a video platform optimized for ease of use, user engagement and social connection. Whether 
you want to learn how to meditate, try a new recipe or understand the latest smart home technology, you have plenty of 
live interactive group class options to choose from.

Improving your quality of life doesn’t have to be difficult, and you don’t have to do it on your own. “This year, as we 
celebrate our 30th anniversary, we’re celebrating both our foundation in senior fitness and our expansion to a healthy 
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lifestyle program that offers members a range of virtual and in-person opportunities to stay healthy and connected,” 
said Tivity Health President & CEO Richard Ashworth. “We know that health is more than physical, and we are proud 
to provide seniors with the tools to stay healthy both in person and at home.”

To find out if you’re one of the 18 million seniors nationwide eligible for SilverSneakers, visit www.silversneakers.
com. To learn more about SilverSneakers and other programs available to members, visit Tools.SilverSneakers.com.

Discover the remarkable healing power of therapy cats

You’re probably familiar with therapy dogs 
visiting hospitals, schools, senior centers and nursing homes 
to help alleviate stress and provide comfort in times of need. 
But did you know that time spent with therapy cats provides 
scientifically proven emotional benefits as well? A white 
paper by Pet Partners found that therapy animals have been 
shown to decrease levels of general anxiety and alleviate 
symptoms of depression.

While it may take a sociable and easygoing cat to become a 
therapy cat, cats in general make ideal therapy animals and 
are a great alternative to therapy dogs. Plus, their smaller 
size and affinity for sitting on laps and cuddling can make 
them a good option for quieter environments and people 
who have limited mobility.

At Pet Partners, the largest therapy pet organization in the U.S., the Therapy Animal Program has had more than 1,500 
cats registered over the years and currently has more than 140 registered cat teams.

Shining a light on the benefits of therapy cats for seniors

While everyone has experienced the emotional toll of recent world events, seniors have been especially impacted due 
to extended periods of isolation and increased loneliness. A study published in the National Library of Medicine found 
that decreased social life and fewer in-person social interactions during the pandemic were associated with reduced 
quality of life and increased depression.

Therapy animal visits play a crucial role in helping during times of hardship. The Pet Partners white paper showed 
that therapy animals, including therapy cats, can especially comfort those with dementia, promoting socialization and 
engagement, and decreasing depression, anxiety and irritability in seniors. Time spent with cats can be a stimulating 
and highly engaging form of therapy - boosting mental health and enhancing one’s sense of well-being. And while 
nothing replaces the emotional connection of petting a cat, research by Pet Partners also reveals that even engaging 
with virtual pet content can still be impactful.

To provide more seniors with access to the benefits of therapy cats, Purina Cat Chow partnered with Pet Partners and 
the Institute on Aging, a non-profit dedicated to enhancing the quality of life for aging adults, to offer free virtual 
therapy cat visits for seniors over age 60. In addition, Cat Chow is providing up to $25,000 in financial support to Pet 
Partners to support the cats in their Therapy Animal Program so more people can experience their therapeutic benefits.

The mental health benefits of therapy cat visits 

Pet Partners therapy cat handler Tracy Howell has seen firsthand the impact therapy cat visits can have.

“During my time as a therapy cat handler volunteer, we have had the opportunity to visit locations from nursing 

http://www.silversneakers.com
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facilities and assisted living centers, to Children’s Hospitals and universities,” said Howell about her cats Roger and 
Sal. “Cats have the unique ability to draw people out like no other interactions can. During a visit to a senior living 
facility, we were with a group of seniors who were taking turns petting Roger when a woman came up and joined the 
group and said she liked cats. A nurse later told me that the woman had never joined the group before or spoken much 
to anyone there!”

Howell loves to see how her cats affect others. “It is such a joy to be able to share your animal with other people and 
watch their faces light up,” she said. “I think therapy cat visits make them feel special. For those having a hard day, 
once you see the ways you can relieve or distract them from their hardship, even for a few moments, it’s one of the 
most rewarding experiences.”

And it’s not just the people who benefit - the cats enjoy their experience as well. “Roger purrs nonstop the whole time 
he is there,” said Howell. “I really think he’s into the healing properties of purrs!”

To learn more about the healing power of cats, how you can get involved, and how Cat Chow is helping, visit 
CatChow.com/therapy.

Kkidds Kkorner

5 Healthy Oral Care Habits to Protect Big Kid Teeth

It seems like just yesterday their grins were all gums. Now your kids are 
proudly showing off their transforming smiles and their new permanent teeth. No 
matter how big they get, parents always want to help their children smile with 
confidence. Oral health is important at any age, but as permanent teeth start to 
come in, it’s critical to help keep your child’s smile strong and healthy as they 
continue to grow.

According to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD), “Many 
parents are surprised to learn that tooth decay can begin as early as age 1. Children 
with tooth decay are far more likely to develop immediate and long-term oral 
health issues, including pain, infections, difficulty speaking, problems eating food, 
tooth discoloration and even tooth loss.”

It’s important for kids to build healthy habits to prevent future decay and ensure 
healthy strong teeth for life. Here are some important tips from Linda Parra, DDS 
and Crest Kids to keep your child’s teeth strong, healthy and protected.

Dr. Parra is a mom and dentist and provides the following tips for parents to help them protect their kids’ teeth.

1. Establish Big Kid Habits

Age 6 comes along with major oral health responsibility. Not only is this the age that most kids begin to lose their 
baby teeth, but it is the time when they begin to develop manual dexterity skills to brush on their own, with a little 
supervision by you, of course. This is also a great time to upgrade to an electric toothbrush to be just like the adults in 
the household. Have kids show you how well they can brush on their own to help foster independence and establish 
lifelong brushing habits.

2. Follow the Two Minutes, Two Times Per Day Rule

http://www.catchow.com/therapy
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Every morning and night (two times a day) have your kids brush their teeth with a 
fluoride toothpaste for two minutes to ensure healthier teeth, remove plaque buildup 
and avoid cavities. Add some fun to this routine by pretending to be superheroes 
as you brush away your plaque nemesis. Other ways to make brushing fun include 
using their favorite tunes to ensure they regularly brush for two minutes twice a day 
or playing Simon Says as you have them switch between upper, bottom and fronts.

3. Choose the Right Big Kid Toothpaste and Brush

As kids start losing their baby teeth and getting their permanent teeth, it’s important 
to teach them good oral care habits from the start and give them the proper tools 
for success. New Crest Kids Enamel + Cavity Protection Toothpaste is specially 
formulated for growing adult teeth (kids 6-plus) and works by protecting and re-
hardening tooth enamel.

“We want to grow those teeth strong and keep them that way! I love Crest Kids 
Enamel + Cavity Protection toothpaste because it creates a 24-hour enamel shield 
that protects teeth from sugars and acids. It’s the latest innovation from Crest and I 
recommend it to all my patients. Introducing a ‘big kid’ brush, like the Oral-B Kids Electric Rechargeable toothbrush, 
creates the perfect duo, as the toothbrush fights cavities with 75% more plaque removal than a manual toothbrush,” said 
Dr. Parra.

4. Encourage Whole Body Health

Taking care of your body is important for good oral health. Encouraging a healthy balanced diet and plenty of fluids 
will help growing kids keep their teeth sparkling clean. Help kids make smart choices like avoiding carbonated 
beverages like soda and instead opting for water, explaining that sugary beverages can erode the enamel on teeth.

5. Be Proactive for Strong and Healthy Smiles

Although little ones grow fast, it’s important to make sure their teeth stay strong through all the milestone moments. 
Whether it’s losing their first tooth, graduating kindergarten or playing in their first soccer game, good oral care 
practices can ensure a winning smile for all of life’s extraordinary moments.

By starting good habits young and modeling a proactive attitude toward oral health, you’ll set your kids up for a 
lifetime of healthy smiles. To learn more about how you can win a sample pack of Crest Kids Enamel + Cavity 
Protection Toothpaste, visit www.crestkidscavityprotection.com.

http://www.crestkidscavityprotection.com
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MILLI’S Simple Recipes

Milli’s Buffalo Chicken Wings

1 Cup Vegetable Oil
1 Pound Chicken Wings
3/4 Cup Butter
1/4 Cup Hot Pepper Sauce

In a large skillet or deep fryer, heat the oil to 375 
degrees F. Fry the wings for approximately 10 
minutes. Drain on paper towels. Place the wings in a 
large mixing bowl.

In a large saucepan, melt the butter and hot sauce. 
Pour the sauce over the wings and toss until all are 
coated.

Serve with celery sticks and bleu cheese dressing or:

Milli’s Buffalo Style Celery Stix

4 Ounces crumbled bleu cheese,  {1 cup} Divided
3 Ounces Cream Cheese at Room Temperature
6 Large celery Stalks
Cayenne Pepper, optional

Milli’s EZ Baked Beans

1 1/2 pounds ground sirloin 
 
2 medium onions, chopped 
 
1 stick butter 
 
3 (15 oz.) cans Ranch Style beans 
 
2 (16 oz.) cans pork and beans 
 
1/2 cup yellow mustard 
 
1/2 cup maple syrup 
 
3/4 cup dark brown sugar 
 
1 1/2 cups ketchup 
 
3/4 cup bar-b-que sauce

Brown sirloin and onions in butter and combine with 
remaining ingredients. Bake at  
325 degrees for 1 1/2 hours until bubbly.

Milli’s EZ Herb & Bacon Deviled Eggs

12 lg. hard-cooked eggs 
 
1/4 cup prepared ranch salad dressing 
 
3 Tbsp. plain, thick Greek yogurt 
 
2 tsp. Dijon mustard 
 
1/2 tsp. white pepper 
 
2 1/2 tsp. bacon bits 
 
1 Tbsp. fresh chives, finely snipped

Cut eggs in half lengthwise. Remove yolks to small 
bowl, setting whites aside. Mash yolks. Stir in next 
6 
ingredients. Pipe or spoon into egg whites. 
Refrigerate, covered until serving. Sprinkle with 
Paprika, if desired.

Milli’s  EZ Colorful, Crunchy Veggie Salad

2 cups cauliflower florets 
 
2 cups broccoli florets 
 
2 lg. carrots, thinly sliced 
 
1 small zucchini, thinly sliced 
 
1 small red onion, thinly sliced 
 
2 Tbsp. sugar 
 
2 cups creamy ranch salad dressing

In large bowl, combine all ingredients; toss to coat 
evenly. Refrigerate until ready to serve.
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MILLI’S Simple Recipes

Milli‘s EZ Summertime Cool Raspberry 
Sorbet

1/4 cup, plus 2 tsp. ‘fresh’ lemon juice 
 
3 3/4 cups frozen unsweetened raspberries 
 
2 1/2 cups confectioner’s sugar

In a blender or food processor, combine all 
ingredients; cover and process until smooth. 
Transfer mixture to a freezer container; freeze until 
firm.

Milli’s  No Bake Fudge Cookies

1 Cup sugar
2 Tablespoons baking cocoa
1/4 Cup butter
1/4 Cup Evaporated milk
1 Cup quick-cooking oats
1/4 Cup flaked cocoanut
2 Tablespoons chunky peanut butter
2 teaspoon almond extract
2 teaspoon orange extract

In a saucepan, combine the sugar and cocoa; 
add butter and milk. Cook and stir over medium
heat until mixture comes to a boil; boil for 1 min.
Remove from heat; stir in the oats, cocoanut,
peanut butter and extracts. Let stand until the 
mixture mounds when dropped by
Tablespoonfuls onto waxed paper. Cool

Makes 1 dozen

 Milli’s Apple Cake

Heat oven to 350 degrees

3 Eggs
2 Cups sugar
1 Cup cooking oil
2 Cups all-purpose flour
3 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 teaspoon salt
1  2 teaspoons vanilla
1 Cup walnuts, chopped
4 Cups pared, thinly sliced, 
tart apples...{5 medium size}

Butter a 9 x 13 inch pan. In a large bowl, beat the eggs with 
an electric mixer until thick and light. Set aside. Combine the 
sugar and oil in a separate bowl; pour mixture over eggs with the 
mixer on medium speed. Set aside. In another bowl, stir together 
flour, cinnamon, soda and salt; add to the egg mixture with the 
vanilla. Beat until thoroughly mixed. Stir in the walnuts. Spread 
the apples in the buttered pan. Pour the batter over the apples, 
spreading to cover. Bake in a 350 degree oven for approximately 
1 hour. Remove from oven and cool on rack. Dust with powdered 
sugar or
cover with cream cheese frosting.

Cream Cheese Frosting:

1 8oz. pkg. cream cheese, softened
2 Cup melted butter
2 2 Cups powdered sugar
1 teaspoon fresh lemon juice

Beat cream cheese until light and fluffy. Beat in butter, then 
gradually beat in the powdered sugar and lemon juice. Spread 
over the cooled cake
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How you can support your body before, during and after exercise

Any form of exercise benefits your body, and you don’t 
have to be an elite athlete to experience those benefits. Just moving 
your body impacts your muscles, lungs, heart and brain - in other 
words, your entire body.

“The moment you decide to get up and move, your body is 
working. Any movement positively impacts your health,” says 
Dana Ryan, director of Sports Performance, Nutrition and 
Education at Herbalife Nutrition. “Exercising can increase muscle, 
improve your mood, your brain function and overall health, and 
leads to better sleep.”

Exercise demands more from your body, so you should fuel your 
body before, during and after every workout. Here are tips for 
supporting your wellness and recovery every time you’re active.

1. Prepare for your workout 

Your workout starts before you even get moving. Whether you’re hopping on an exercise bike, joining a fitness class or 
going for a walk, preparing your body from the inside is extremely important. In addition, transitioning from sitting to 
exercising demands a lot from your body, so you need to support this transition with good nutrition.

Prep before you break a sweat with a pre-workout drink - but not just any drink. Consuming caffeine and nitric oxide 
precursors before exercise can help you get ready. A great way to get these is by drinking Herbalife24 Prepare, one of 
the three sports nutrition products included in the Herbalife24 Trial Pack.

2. Warm up

It’s not uncommon to want to forgo your warm-up, but starting your workout “cold” can lead to injury. About 15-30 
minutes after your pre-workout drink, begin warming up your body. This allows your body to start increasing your 
oxygen circulation and core temperature. Take 5-10 minutes to do light stretching and then begin moving.

As your oxygen and blood begin flowing more, it helps your muscles safely transition from rest to exercise more 
efficiently to maximize your workout.

3. Fuel your workout

As you increase your intensity during your workout, your body needs more fuel. While carbohydrates have gotten a bad 
rap, the body needs them for fuel. During high-intensity interval training, you spend time in an anaerobic state when 
your body doesn’t get as much oxygen as it needs, so your body can only use carbs to produce all that energy.

Staying hydrated by drinking water during your workout is a good idea, but if your workout is high intensity or exceeds 
30 minutes, sports drinks that deliver carbs and electrolytes (that you lose when you sweat) can support your top 
performance.

A good option is Herbalife24 CR7 Drive, formulated with 320mg of vital electrolytes to enhance hydration, brain-
fueling glucose, and an easy-to-digest carbohydrate blend to help fuel your active lifestyle.

4. Cool down

Toward the end of your workout, you need to give your body time to slow down. Reduce your intensity gradually, 
restoring normal breathing and heart rate slowly so you won’t feel dizzy or lightheaded. Then stretch your muscles to 
lower the risk of injury, promote blood flow and reduce stress on the heart and other muscles.

As part of your post-workout routine, provide nutrition for your body for recovery*, specifically with protein. For 
example, Herbalife24 Rebuild Strength comes with 24 grams of protein per serving, along with branched-chain amino 
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acids to support muscle growth* and L-glutamine to promote immune function and muscle repair*, which makes it a 
great post-workout shake supplement. Also, while you are producing energy, your body also produces free radicals, but 
you can consume antioxidants to combat damage from these free radicals by adding a handful of berries to your protein 
shake.

Combine nutrition with exercise

“Nutrition is never separate from workouts,” adds Ryan. “Consuming protein and other nutrients, combined with 
strength training and other forms of exercise, helps you build muscle and stay active at any age.”

Incorporating exercise and healthy nutrition into your daily routine is essential as you begin your new journey to a 
healthier lifestyle.

For more helpful tips on how to get started visit Herbalife.com, where you can find helpful articles related to exercise, 
proper nutrition and recipes.

* This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Americans still have financial goals, just not sure how they will reach them

If you have a vision for where you’d like to be financially in 
the coming years - but no clear idea of how to get there - you’re far 
from alone.

In fact, a recent survey by Wakefield Research and financial services 
company Digit (now a part of Oportun) found that 78% of American 
adults with financial goals have no strategy in place for reaching 
those goals.

Unfortunately, with challenges like student loan debt and rising 
inflation, financial planning is more difficult than it has ever been. 
These challenges may mean people are missing out on opportunities 
to build financial security and prosperity as they move through their 

lives, at any monthly income.

“Although most of us recognize the importance of smart financial planning, money management is challenging, 
complex and time-consuming,” notes Snigdha Kumar, head of product operations for Digit. “Consumers often think 
they aren’t in a position to take advantage of sound wealth-building strategies that will benefit them over time, when 
there are technology tools out there like Digit that can help them find ways to save and invest .”

That concerning trend is reflected in these other survey findings:

* Young people are especially concerned about having no financial plans in place; those who say they’re worried 
include 95% of Gen Z-ers, 92% of millennials, 84% of Gen X-ers and 60% of baby boomers.

* Nearly three in five respondents (58%) consider managing their money more mentally demanding than solving 
crossword puzzles.

* Respondents spend an average four hours per month managing their money, and in spite of AI technology tools that 
could help them, 37% rely on pen-and-paper methods to do so - including 30% of Gen Z-ers and 28% of millennials.

http://www.herbalife.com
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* A significant 44% reported being at least somewhat likely to dip into their savings during the first three months of 
2022, and 27% said they were very likely to do so.

* A full 13% of all respondents (and 19% of women respondents) say they have no savings at all from which to draw.

The good news is that Digit by Oportun can help you manage your money with confidence and less stress by 
intelligently (and automatically) budgeting, saving and investing according to your short-term needs and long-term 
goals. Digit uses advanced technology to analyze your full financial picture and make smart money decisions for you - 
with no need for additional tools or mental math. Available for download on Apple or Android devices, Digit members 
are setting aside more than $3,000 per year on average (based on daily average saves of all paying Digit members in 
2021).

As Kumar points out, having a solid financial plan in place can mean more than just financial freedom. In fact, 92% 
of survey respondents report feeling less daily anxiety when their finances are under control. And 70% of those 
who directly manage their own finances (including those who use apps for that purpose) report having a positive 
relationship with money.

“There’s really no substitute for financial peace of mind,” Kumar advises. “And there’s no longer any need to spend 
hours each month trying to determine the best courses of action for managing your hard-earned money. AI technology 
can streamline that process on your behalf so you can spend that time and energy elsewhere, but still know you’re on a 
sound financial path.”

Help for older adults on a budget may be a few clicks away
Food and gas prices continue to rise, on top of record-high housing costs 
in many cities across the U.S. If you’re an older adult who is already living on a 
tight budget, today’s inflation can be particularly difficult. Fortunately, there are 
programs available that can help you save money on health care, prescriptions, 
food, utilities and more.

One of the easiest ways to find out if you’re eligible for benefits is to visit the 
National Council on Aging’s BenefitsCheckUp.org. The free and confidential 
tool connects older adults, people with disabilities and caregivers to benefit 
programs. The site is easy to use, even for people with minimal digital 
experience.

“It only takes a few minutes to learn about all the programs available and how to apply,” said Ramsey Alwin, 
president and CEO of NCOA. “For example, there are Medicare programs that can boost your budget by helping with 
prescription drug costs, as well as premiums, deductibles and coinsurance.”

There are thousands of programs on BenefitsCheckUp, including:

* The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), which can help you pay for healthy food

* The Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy and Medicare Savings Programs, which can help people with Medicare 
afford their out-of-pocket health care expenses

* The Housing Choice Vouchers and Public Housing Programs, which can help with housing costs

* Supplemental Security Income, which provides cash for basic needs

* The Affordable Connectivity Program, which provides discounted internet services

* The Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program, which can help you pay for home heating and cooling

Millions of older adults are eligible for, but not enrolled in these programs. In fact, NCOA estimates that $30 billion in 
benefits go unused each year simply because older adults don’t know about these programs - or how to apply.

BenefitsCheckUp.org will give you a personalized list of benefits you may be eligible for and the steps you need to 
apply, including links to the correct government agencies and applications. Just a few minutes could save you money 
every month.
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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO TO BUY A HOME?

Let’s recap... Save, Save, Save and maintain a great credit score.  
No large credit purchases.

Find a lender (a mortgage expert... you can find a lender at any 
mortgage company, credit union or check with a REALTOR® (we 
have a few we partner with).  The lender is going to help you get 
“pre-qualified” to buy the home.

Money is power in a negotiation, if you want to win the bid on the house of your dreams, MONEY TALKS!  
Prepare yourself. This market has been brutal for the unprepared.

WHAT DOES YOUR PERFECT HOME LOOK LIKE? These are some things your 
REALTOR® is going to need to start your search

THE AREA 
Do your homework. Your  REALTOR® is not allowed to steer you to a specific neighborhood and they 
surely cannot keep you from buying in a certain section of town.  Drive by different times of the day to 
check out the neighborhood.  Too many children/no children at all.  Not enough parking after work or is it a 
high traffic area.  Do your homework.

- What is your desired state, city, town?  How about your desired neighborhood or community, is it close to 
schools, work, stores or parks?  
- Have you checked the schools, the schools have websites?  Again don’t ask the REALTOR, that puts us in 
an awkward situation;
- What type of amenities does the community have? 

THE HOUSE

- What type of house do you like or what style do you prefer, a one level rancher? No steps
- Would a Colonial with stairs up to the bedrooms suit you?
- With the Split Foyer you walk into a landing to stairs going up and stairs going down. 
- Townhouse, interior (neighbors on both sides, or would you rather an end unit.
- Condo, maybe you are not the outdoors type, there is no maintenance on the outside of the condo, that’s 
what paying condo fees is for.  

- Do you want a yard, a fenced yard, a small yard or acreage? 
- How many bedrooms do you need or want?
- How many bathrooms?
- Do you want a basement?  

Share your wish list, must haves and absolute wants with your REALTOR® 
Happy hunting!  

www.letsturnahouseintoahome.com

Andrea’s REALestate Tidbits




